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Democracy, Visibility and  
Resistance  

This presentation will be of interest both to those 

in academia and to members of the general public. 

It concerns the erosion of the public sphere as the 

centre of political life - of democracy and of the 

resistance to power.  Has power shifted from the 

state to society? Do we make ‚more of a difference‘ 

as private citizens than as public ones? Is this shift 

to society a sign of the spread and diffusion of 

democratic power? Is resistance increasingly a private 

act rather than a public one? The lecture will tackle 

these issues.

David Chandler

David Chandler is Professor of International Relations 

and Research Director of the Centre for the Study of 

Democracy at the Department of Politics and Internatio-

nal Relations, University of Westminster. He is a regular 

media commentator, founding editor of the Journal of 

Intervention and Statebuilding and the editor of a new 

journal Resilience: International Policies, Practices and 

Discourses. He is also editor of the Routledge book series 

Studies in Intervention and Statebuilding and a new series 

Advances in Democratic Theory. 

Prof. Dr. David Chandler

http://www.davidchandler.org

The Käte Hamburger Kolleg / Centre for Global 

Cooperation Research (KHK / GCR21) was established 

in February 2012 in Duisburg. The Centre provides 

a framework for internationally renowned scholars 

from different disciplines to pursue research on the 

challenges and opportunities of global cooperation in 

a culturally diverse world society.  

These questions are the focus of four research units 

that develop along specific issues of high global 

relevance.  The Centre also seeks to transmit results 

and promote discussions among the broader public. 

Besides numerous publications the Centre sponsors 

the quarterly public »Käte Hamburger Lecture« as 

well as the »Käte Hamburger Dialogues«. 
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